Raman spectra of a solid antifreeze glycoprotein and its liquid and frozen aqueous solutions.
Raman spectroscopy was used to study the anomalous decrease in the freezing temperature of water produced by an antifreeze glycoprotein obtained from the sera of an Antarctic fish. An active fraction of this glycoprotein has a molecular weight of approximately 18,000 by equilibrium sedimentation compared to an apparent weight of 20 by freezing temperature depression. The Raman spectra of water present in a 1% antifreeze glycoprotein solution and of ice frozen from this solution were indistinguishable from the spectra of pure water and ice, respectively. These results indicate that the bulk properties of water and ice are unaffected by the presence of the antifreeze glycoprotein. Raman measurements on ice grown slowly, using as seed an oriented single crystal of ice in contact with 1% glycoprotein solutions, showed that the active glycoprotein was not excluded from the ice phase. On the other hand, we found that a smaller, inactive glycoprotein was excluded. Comparison of the Raman spectra of active and inactive glycoprotein components as solids, in 5% solutions, and rapidly frozen 5% solutions, showed that the two components differ in conformation and possibly in the environment of their carbohydrate hydroxyls. These observations suggest that hydrogen bonding of the carbohydrate hydroxyls of the active glycoprotein at the ice-solution interface may physically prevent growth of the ice lattice.